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Fly over 10 of the hottest fighter planes 
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3D GRAPHICS TO DIE FOR... 

SONIC’S BACK!!! 
A NEW AGE OF SATURN EXCELLENCE BECKONS 
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GUN GRIFFON RETURNS! 

CAPCOM UNLEASH THE HEAVYWEIGHTS 

RESIDENT EVIL UPDATE 



SCORCHER! 

89% Sega Saturn Magazine 
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now you 

canplay 
your premier 
team 
Actua Soccer is universally 
recognised as the greatest football 
game ever. Here is just one of many 
testimonials: 

“The best footy game around. 

It's almost like playing the real 

thing. Beautiful.” 
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4$Z A Break from The Nom 



lompjitjt's cominnut 
yean since the first incarnation of the classic appeardH on PC, and yoi 

they said it MiilnfbellMe! If tlniDCfTTER now knows otherwise. 

'S GOING ON 
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When looking for Biactol, now look for Biactol from Clearasil. 
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PUKE NUKEM 3D 
SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE has been at the forefront of Lobotomy Software's endeavours to bring two of the best PC games ever across to 
the Saturn. The Duke update continues this month with these incredible pictures! 
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JONAH LOMU RUGBY 
Imagine the scene if you will: A rain-soaked pitch plays host to two teams of talented sportsmen. With time running out and only one point 
separating the victors from the losers, weary mud-splattered players frantically scrabble for possession of that all hut elusive ball. 
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SKYTARGET 
So you want to know what the next big arcade conversion to the Saturn is going to be, eh? Last Bronx maybe? Touring Car perchance? 
None of the above. Try SkyTarget, a good old fashioned shoot 'em up if ever there was one. 
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RELOADED 
Further showing us their commitment towards Saturn gamers, Gremlin are readying the sequel to their immensely popular gore-fest 
that is Loaded. The somewhat wittily entitled Reloaded. 









David Hurst, Chester. Richard Jonson, Liverpool. Craig Jones, Blackpool. 
David Smith, Leeds. Four letters from the same person... but with different 
names (obviously losing originality by the time he got to "David Smith"). As if 
I wouldn't notice, the crazy fool! That's the highpoint of an otherwise dull Q*A. 
Write some interesting letters, please. No, PLEASE! I'm dying here! Write to: 
I REALLY HAVE AN INTERESTING OUESTION Q+A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 37-39 
Millharbour, London E14 9TZ. Be interesting or be binned! 



FREE JOYPAD!! 
When you subscribe to Sega Saturn Magazine 

OAME^lfcK 
LMPj 

“Get a new Saturn joypad 
when you subscribe to 

the world’s greatest Sega 
magazine-you'd be a fool 

to miss out! So don’t.” 

Complete the form and send with payment to: 

Sega Saturn Magazine Subscriptions, Lathkill Street, Market 

Harborough, Leicester LE87 4PA or if you wish to pay by CREDIT 

CARD call our SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE on 01858435350 

quoting source and offer codes, Lines are open from 8.30 am to 

9pm Monday to Friday and 10am to 6pm Saturday and Sunday. 
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I showcase! 







I MAPPY | ANATOMY OF DOOM 
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ANYTHING YOU CAN DO 1 CAN DO BETTER | 
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' unrivalled coverage of what's hot and what's not in The Land of the Rising Sun, this month we investigate Capcom's 
'em up to hit the Saturn, Cyberhots. And as coin-op conversions go, they don't get much better than Cyherbots which 
the future of Capcom releases. Marvel Super Heroes anyone? 
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If ever there was the Saturn's 
capabilities, then Cyberbots is it. 
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FIGHTERS MEGAMIX 
Six months after the Japanese release, European Saturn owners finally get to appreciate the latest and some might say greatest 3D 
fighting game. Yes, Fighters MegaMix is finally here. 





KING OF FIGHTERS 95 
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PANDEMONIUM 
Another second rate conversion of a PlayStation game on the Saturn? Is it chuff. Pandemonium is amongst the new breed of games 
showing just what the Saturn is capable of when competently programmed. 
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MR BONES 
If you've read this issue in any kind of order, you’ll no doubt have read the Pandemonium review by now and have seen that it pretty 
much has the platform genre sewn up. Enter Mr Bones as a late contender for the crown. 





HECHWARRIOR 2 
From Pentium PC to Sega Saturn, the MechWarrior series successfully strides from system to system. But is Activision's armoured 
avenger really the titanium-plated tyrant it's made out to be? 
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SCORCHER 
Piloting an anti-gravity forcefield bike through deserted post-apocalyptic urban wasteland type of games are an area largely 
overlooked on the Saturn with the notable exception of WipEout. Until now that is. 





SHINING THE HOLY ARK 
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SEGA SATURN" tips 
There hasn't been many games released over the past month or so has there? Which will probably show in oot tips pages this month, there 
aren’t any spectacular tips this month but I am sure you'll be pleased with the ones we have printed this month. I am very sorry for the 
"Duff" Tomb Raider tip printed last month, the supposedly hot cheat came from Core themselves so we didn't print the tip based on 
rumours. Please keep sending your tips and cheats to: Tips Section, Sega Saturn Magazine, 37-39 Millharbour, Isle Of Dogs, London, E14 9TZ 
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At last we reach the end of our definitive Die Hard Trilogy Players Guide. Our 
e driving around in rush hour traffic trying to 
nfamous Simon Griiber. Simon says: "Load up Die 
Vengeance and follow this guide!" 

Die Hard Trilogy 2® 









ET3PLAYERS GUIDE! 

HEXEN GUIDE part 
While Hexen doesn't quite meet the standards set by the almighty Exhumed, it's still a damn good blast. Good enough, in fact, for Rich 
to award it 88% in issue 17. Boasting a unique 'hub' structure to the levels, you'll be needing your puzzle breeches as well as your best 
fighting chain mail. With this in mind, STEPHEN FULLJAMES has put quill to parchment, and this walk-through is the result. This month 
we'll reveal the secrets of the first two episodes, the other three come under closer scrutiny next month. 



SECRET LEVEL: 1HE BRIGHT CRUCIBLE 
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UNISEX 
TOILET 

Stlot this up. Take oorer and prepare to wet yourself. 

WITH LIPS 
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